
By Bob Aikinson 

"KARSMAKRRS' YAMAHA? Yuh 
1•� arcn It Th11 1t11ng reaUy n1cs Man' 

l!Jw;t goe,over lhe whoops and potholes 
htc theyucn't cvcn thcrc.lnaed,ble'" 

.. D,d y1 si:c 1h11' K:iusmaken hot 
1ha1 ledge on \he downh1U Oa1-ou1 1n 
hflh and Sll)'ed with 11. Nobody docs 
1h11 unlea hr'1 rid,ngsomcthingtnd:" 

-R,gJll on.If I hJd 1Dlkelike 1N11,J 
could blow the world intothc wccdl.-

Wcll, lhll'I JU$! ell.Idly whU you 
r«I llkc when )'OU IWtng I leg owcr. 
Monodlock YamahJ, you r«l hke you 
"'n blow the whole world into lhe 
weeds I I.now I rode one. llcrt'1wlut 
11'shke 

The bike II k1t1d of blah, htc , 
1,rodu"1on YZ.. I n  fad, thi: reel when 
I.he m1dnne II .i re.I 11 so dm,br thar I 
couhln'1 ra1s1gblne1ng111heru1rnd 
to are 1r a pa,r of Thrrmal•Flow 1hocl:.1 
wercn'I bol1cd1t1pbcr 

There wll no1hin1 ¥1Jlblc (lhc -
pcru-ioncomponcn1s 1nlogtcdundcr 
the gu 1,nk), 10 I ,wung the t,d: uancr 
lewcr our and pwe 11 1 couple ofqukt 
prod, The 250c� Smale spru11 lo life 
with � loud cnckk. There 1&n'1 much 
nywhccl, IO 1t11011lc rcspQnse with ihc 
mach!nc(n ncu1n.lit1n511nt1ncoLU. 

The blkc ill bit tndc:y to 111,1ncuv,:1 
tllroul,h the pl11, bl'caLUC 1hc durch 
sr�b, rather suddenly, m.1kin,u cuy 10 
sUll the engine Bui th� OJ; one enc 
whcrt nobody rully arcs R1CU1g IUtlli 
are norrobkm Justp,,b ah.and(llland 
... 

I ,pent the flDI couple of bps 
ram,han.tlng m)'$Clf Willi. the midunc. 
ind at m)' rebaedpaccc,theMonolho..t 
dd1Yc�d I rouah mlc It drdn't hop 
around or 1nyth1n1 hkc that. but l 
.:ould dc fmudy fed e,cry bump on Ille 
1r11ck 

Al fin.I I WU d!Appo,n!ed Thtn I ;,, 
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thought about it and realized that you 
can't have everything. Pierre's bike is set 
up to work at racing speeds, and when 
he's 0ying, his bike hits the ground with 
a helluva thud. Consequently, the sus
pension on his machinery has to be set 
up to handle the worst, and that ex
plains the harsh ride at slow speeds. 

So, after realizing that gassing it was 

If you ride lib Pierre Karsmakers (pic
tured here) the Monoshock rides smooth. If 
you ride like almost anyone else, rhe ride is 
harsh until s,,«d becomes borderline suicidal. 
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Membrane 

the answer, I gassed it. At a speed that l 
considered borderline safe, the machine 
smoothed out and began to feel neat. 

Soon, I must admit, for the first time 
in my life I began looking for the 
roughest lines on the track, just to see 
what would happen, I particularly 
looked for boles and such on the 
straights, where I could really wail. Let 
me tell you, the bigger the bump and 
the faster the speed, the better the 
Monoshock feels. It's uncanny. 

Obviously there must be a limit to 
the suspension; but I never fou.nd it. 
The reason is simple. The Monoshock is 
capable of negot'ialing rough terrain 
faster than my mind was willing to 
admit. Let me put it another way. On 
any other machine I've ever ridden, the 
combination or bumps at the speed 1 
was traveling would have meant a guar
anteed trip over the bars. And when 
that's the case, my mind forces me to 
gas it in stages, until the machine proves 
itself and ultimately reveals its limit. 
Enough said. 

The Monoshock Yamaha is quick 
through the bumps, but that isn't the 
only reason that Karsmakers and others 
have been winning on it. Read on. 

The thing steers like a Maico. It's a 
bike that you can dive under others on 
and it wlll hold a line. The Monoshock 
made squaring off turns really easy, as 
well, and when I gassed it onto a 
straight, it literally exploded toward the 
next turn. 
. Whet'I il comes on the pipe, it's a lot 

like a CR Honda. You just grab gears as 
last as you can and hold on. But when 

PRINCIPLES OF FUNCTION 

I. tn the case of minor Impacts (low piston 
Sf)IJed), o/1 is Induced only through the 
orifice st the center of piston BSSembly. 
Ths membrane pushss up inert gas by the 
same volumB as that taken by the ad
vanced piston rod, and rerurns to the 
odginal position whfln the piston recedes. 

2. In the case of heavy impacts (high piston 
speed/. 
A. CONTRACTING-With piston speed 

increased, oil needs more outlets in 
addition to the above orifice. Then, 
o/1 pressure becomes stronger than the 
force of leaf spring, thereby opening 
the valves for oil passage. In this case, 
the membrane pushes up inert gas by 
the same volume as thar taken by the 
advanced piston rod. 

8. STRETCHING-With the valves 
closed, the opposite ones open, offer
ing additional passages for oil. The 
membrane as it is pressed by inert gas, 
pushes the piston rod back through 
oil. Then, the membrane itself also 
returns to the original position. 

the engine is just below the point of 
developing maximum power, it is com
pletely different. On occasions when 
CRs wlll blubber and load up (like 
coming out of a turn in too high a gear), 
the works Yam pulls; only not quite as 
strongly. I found that I really had to 
blow it to make the engine falter. 

Like the acceleration, braking is su
per. Pedal and lever pressure are slight 
and the feel is good, so it's easy to avoid 
locking up a wheel. Riders of some 
Yamaha production bikes would be a 
lot happier if their brakes were half as 
good. 

Now for the big question_ How does 
the 250 works Monoshock compare to a 
stock YZ? Powerwise, the Monoshock 
has more mid range and more top end. 
The Monoshock's ride at slow speed is 
slightly harsher, but is smoother at 
racing speeds. The Monoshock is vastly 
superior when the going gets tough, due 
to greater rear suspension travel. 

. As far as steering goes, the stock YZ 
will hold just as tight a line but th• 
Mo noshock does not exhibit the 
s�ocker's tendency to high side during a 
s1dew�ys slide over choppy terrain. Both 
machines are good for squaring off 
turns, although better-shaped bars on 
the Monoshock made the maneuver 
easier for me on that machine. 

Soften up the ride a tad, and l 'd pie� 
the works bike over a stock YZ any· 
ti��• for any riding o�casion (psrts 
pncmg excluded!), Wonder if I'll be abl< 
t? _say the same thing when we're 311 
ndmg Monoshocks and the shoes ,r< 
onto  som ething else. 18 



I WE GET ASKED several times a 
month, through reader letters or at 
race tracks while testing, what we 
think is the best 250 motocrosser 
available today. Our answer has 
been, "It ain't been built yet." Oh 
sure the 250 Elsinore is a bullet 
and 'it handles well, bu l trying to 
turn one is like trying lo roller skate 
on ice. 

The first Yamaha YZ was also 
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fast, bul it was too pipey, had zilch for tires, a toggle-switch 
rear brake, and wanted to high side a lot. The Montesa VR was 
a handling son of a gun, but try to name just three Montesa 
dealers in your area. Any three. How about two? One? The 
same goes for Bui taco and Ossa. Nice bikes, but what do you 
do when one breaks. And they will break, everything does 
sooner or later. 

And what about Husky, Maico and CZ riders? Most of them 
would be on Japanese bikes if it weren't for the fact that the 
only dealers in their counties are a couple of blocks away. 

So you see, that elusive motocrosser, the one with the 
power, the handling, the right carburetion, non-mudding rims, 
cleated footpegs, gnarly knobbies and the rest of the proper 
paraphernalia, sitting complete a1 several dealers' showrooms 
right near you just hasn't been built yet. At least in 1974 it 
hadn't been built. 

But now that's all over. The answer has arrived. The machine 
motocrossers have been waiting for is here and it is so fantastic, 
so unbelievable, that it is going to set the rest of the industry 
on its collective ear. The 1975 Yamaha YZ250M Monocross. 
The story goes just like this. Given two equal riders, the guy 
on the YZ250M will win every time over any other machine. 
Every time. 

While several individual components on the '75 are direct 
carry-overs from the '74 YZ, when you ride the YZM, you 
forget about the front brake, or the transmission, or the com
fort of the seat as individual items. You only think about the 
machine In its entirety. As a complete, thoroughly functional 
piece of equipment. But there are individual components to 
the machine and U1ey do bear looking into. 

Externally, the engine appears lo be the same as last year's, 
but the kind of power it produces is rauically different. Much 
of the pipiness is gone. The porting looks pretty radical with 
its bigger intake, five transfers, and large exhaust port, but it 
works the way it should. Way down low it pulls. As you come 
into the mid-range, the power surges in what can only be 
described as smooth violence. Strong, yet very controllable. 
And it keeps on building until it peaks, with the piston churn
ing inside the chrome-bore cylinder. 

Flywheel effect is virtually non-existent, requiring the rider 
to rev the engine more than what would be considered normal, 
in order to take off from a stationary position. Vibration is 
noticeable when the bike is not moving, but disappears once 
under way. The engine is fed through a 34mm Mikuni carbu
retor, which provided us with easy starts, hot or cold. When 
warm, the jug carburizes so smoothly that the engine even 
idles. 

Sparks come from Yamaha's CD ignition system. The unit 
is the same as used on other Yamaha bikes, but the location of 
the external sealed unit, better known as the "black box," is 
unique. Due to lack of room elsewhere, they've rubber
mounted it on the steering stem directly behind the number 
plate. Despite its odd placement, it worked up to par-that is, 
perfectly. 

The exhaust pipe is a genuine masterpiece of fitting large 
volume in, over, under, around and through areas of litUe 
volume. And to top the whole thing off, it works. At least > 
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The shift lever is knurled and tends to cause blisters on 
the big toe from using loo much pressure when shifting. You 
can't slam shifts around with the YZM. Just kiss the lever 
with the lip of your boot and it's already done. Old CZ riders 
will probably dislocate their left knee the first lime they ride a 
YZM. Ratio selection is perfectly suited to the power char
acteristics. There are many times when you can even take a 
turn one gear higher than normal, thanks to the smoother power 
of the "M". 

Suspension is magnificent. 11,e forks are identical 10 those 
on last year's YZ. Seven inches of slightly stiff, but well
damped travel, which loosens up after the bike gets used a 
while. The rear end, though, is where the magic lies. 

The swinging arm pivots from a standard position, inside 
the engine bay. But that's where any similarity between con
ventional swinging arms and the monoshock ends. Sprouting 
from each side, al what would normally be the lower shock 
mount area, is a secondary fork mounted at a 44-dcgree angle 
from the swinging arm. 

Five inches from its origin, vertical cross braces connect the 
secondary rear fork with the primary fork, the swinging arm. 
Both sides of the secondary fork merge several inches in front 
of the rear tire, where they form the lower pivoting mount for 
the single <hock absorber. 

The shock body bolts to this mount and runs under the 
frontal portion of the seat and the rear section of the fuel 
tank, terminating in a rubber-mounted, stud-bolt arrangement 
just shy of the steering head. 

The shock itself is odd looking. It is a gas/oil unit that has 
an accumulator at the base of the shock body, which is nothing 
more �an an aluminum casting. Inside the middle of the casting 
there stts a neoprene membrane. which keeps the oil separated 
from the pressurized gas. There is no air at all in the main 
shock body. It is all oil. Herc's why. 

In a regular shock absorber, the oil and the air mix. Air 
bubbles get into the oil and when these bubbles pass through 

7!l 

the orifices in the damper rod, damping is momentarily lo� Yet a certain amount of air is essential in a regular shock 1� compress as beat expands the hydraulic Oujd, 
In the monoshock, when the piston assembly's action cau.., 

the oil to heat and expand, it merely pushes against the men,. 
brane, which, even though it is holding back 250-280 psi of compressed gas, compresses the gas even further. Damping never falters from oil frothing. Damping characteristics may be 
changed by having the dealer alter the pressure against the 
membrane. The tension of the solitary spring is pre-set at the 
factory and cannot be changed, although different rate springs 
will be available. 

TI1ere is no measured capacity for the monoshock assembly 
since servicing instructions merely say to 0fill until full." How: 
ever, Yamaha's racing department acknowledges that it takes 

between 250 and 300cc of Ouid to rn1 the shock body. That's 
quite a bit of oil, so damping fade due to overhea ling should 
never occur. Also, the aluminum accumulator dissipates heat 
quickly, keeping things cooler. 

The compressed gas used is nitrogen. There are two basic 
reasons why it was used in place of simple compressed air. 
One is that nitrogen is less susceptible to expansion under heat 
than air is. If the pressure on the membrane were to change too 

much because of the heat caused by a long moto, damping 
characteristics would also change. The nitrogen sees to it tha1 
this doesn't occur. 

The second reason that nitrogen is used is one of safety. 
If, for some reason, pressurized air slipped past the membrane 
and became mixed with the oil, what you would have 1s a 
petroleum fuel (oil) and oxygen (air) mixed under tremendous 
pressure. The membrane pressure, in conjunction with the 
pressure created in the oil itself when the piston moves 
through the shock cylinder, could cause this combustible mix, 
cure to detonate through diesel action. The shock absorber 
would explode. Since nitrogen is an inert gas (i.e. tt will not 
burn), there i, no possibility of this happening. 



The shock assembly allows 6.3 in. of vertical wheel travel, 

although the rear axle actually travels in a 6.56-in. arc. Imagine, 

more than six-and-a-half inches of movement at the rear axle. 

That's just a half inch less than the front forks! . 
Sitting on the YZM in the CYCLE WO�LD garage

'. 
1 t fell 

Jousy. Not only was it tall, but the suspe�s1on feH ng1d. Th_e 

rear end in particular. It took two people SJtting on 1l before 1t 

would give at all. And when you got �ff, ii topped out as 

though there wasn't a single drop of oil m the shock body. 

But this was all new _to us and we didn't know that that's 

the way it is supposed to feel. So be warned. When you go to 

your local Yamaha dealer to check out the YZM, it's going to 

feel stiffer than a fresh garage door spring. But enough of this 

technical jazz, how does the thin� ride? 
It rides like it has wings. No bull. It takes the nastiest series 

of bumps, potholes or whoopers you know of and turns them 
into gelatin. You find yourself entering familiar turns much 
faster than you ever have before, due to the fact that you 
could cover the preceding choppy straight at greater speed and 
in more control of the machine. 

No longer is ii necessary to look for the smoothest line. Go 
for speed, friend. The fastest way is the best way and to hell 
with the holes and bumps. You don't feel them on this bike. 
The monoshock turns a torturous MX track in to a rough 
scrambles track, taking lesser courses and converting them into 
dusty road race circuits. 

Steering is just as good as the suspension. The Yam aha goes 
where it is pointed. On tighter turns, it wants to be powered 
in, pivoted, and then blasted out. A simple squaring off 
procedure. 

On fast, rough sweepers, the suspension really comes into 
play. Because of the great travel and superior damping, which 
keep the rear tire in contact with the ground, the bike can be 

powered over such obstacles with nary a twitch or wobble. No 
sliding around; no tendency to high side; no rough ride ; no 

fighting the steering. Point it, gas it and set up for the next 
one. If you want to "Class C" it, the Yamaha will oblige. But 
to be really impressive, slide it over potholes and ripples. No 
one will believe what they see. 

Jumps are a gas. Fly high and far if you like. Landings are 
predictably straight and soft as a whimper. But don't jerk up 
on the bars. The front end is so light that you can loop the 
bike if you're not careful. Couple this lightness in the front to 
the powerful engine and the deadly traction that the mono
shock and the Dunlop tire provide, and you've got a set-up 
whereby the height of the front wheel is determined solely by 
the right wrist. 

lf there is a fault in the suspension, it is in the rear, and 
occurs only on downhills where the power cannot be applied. 
Because most of the combined weight of rider and machine 

are car'.ied downhill on the front end, there is very little pres
sure being put on the rear suspension unit. 

Under these circumstances the rear end behaves no better 

than a conventional dual-shock arrangement. Actually, that 
should be amended to "no better than the best dual-shock 
arrangement." lf course layout permits, and if you've got the 
hau, try downhilling under power as often as possible. The ap
fhcat1on of power will torque the rear suspension into working 
nd will make the ride a much smoother and decidedly faster one. 

So wha l we have • 1s a suspenSJon assembly that producesn:iore .than 6•5 inches of travel, a large oil capacity to maintainV1SCos1ty for more con trolled damping and thanks to the approximate J • J • f ' • 
that will d 

• ratio O wheel travel to shock travel a unit no oubt outlast f ·h • Nothin . b 
any o t e tnck set-ups now available g is a solutely perfect, however, and this include� 

tl1e Yamaha YZ250M. The machine has its share of short
comings, although we're admittedly nitpicking. The grips 
belong on a wheelbarrow. The entire exhaust system must be 
dismantled in order to be removed. 

It is possible to burn your right leg on the exhaust pipe if 
you slide forward _on the seat when cornering. But sliding for
ward 1s useless, since the Yamaha can be ridden just like a 
Maico; by putting your rump in one place and keeping ii 
there for the whole race. The back edge of the rear seat is 
slightly sloped and not comfortable al all, which is the exact 
opposite of the rest of the seat. 

The exhaust note is harsh and you may be required to silence 
it further before some promoters will allow you to race. The 
front fender hits a spring tab on the junction of the header pipe 
to the first expansion cone. 

The rear tire wears rapidly and the choke mechanism con-
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sists of a frustrating little stick that must be grasped between 
two fingers and pulled straight up, then turned lo lock into 
position. The weight they saved by eliminating the choke lever 
is a joke in comparison to the difficulty caused by its absence. 
But there are other things that Yamaha has done to pare 
weight off this racer that show much more forethought. 

The fork legs are macluned down and holes are drilled in 
every piece of the motorcycle where they do not affect 
strength or function. Magnesium side cases are used. Both the 
clutch hub and the shift plate have been ·•swiss cheesed." 
Chrome moly 1s used for the handlebars. There is no oil in· 
jection. The beautifully-shaped fuel tank is aluminum. Tite seal 
base is fiberglass. The primary sprocket and external ·c1u1ch 
acluating mechanism have been relieved of their cover. And 
the list goes on. 

Yet in spite of all the work that his gone into making the 

Dyna: R•fer b«k to CW, Dec. '73 and compare thtt figures for rhtt 
'74 and '75 YZ� Our '75 had a llrrfe less power on cop, but more in the 
mid range where it counts. It also has a smOOther curve/ 

Pam: The diffe�nc• in porting is small but, in addition to the ex
haust system, yields grHter and st7]oolht1r po�, wher• most nttded. 
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YZM light, it still tips the scales at 232 lb. with a hair-tank or 
fuel. Tital's 19 lb. over last year's YZ. The increase in weight 
is the price you must pay for the monoshock set-up 

The swinging arm, because or its configuration, weighs 
nearly twice as much as the previous one did, and the massive 
s10gle shock absorber outweiglts a pair of Thermal-Flows b; 
about 2: I. The maclune could be fabricated lighter by Utilizing 
chrome moly for the frame and magnesium for the inner en
gme cases. But then you would be talk10g about a S3000 
motocrosser rather than one that comes closer to being reason
ably priced, although it is still high. 

So the next linte anyone queries us about which machine is 
the best motocrosser you can buy, we'll have a definite answer. 
For all the reasons it has taken these many pages to list, the 
1975 Yamaha YZ250M Monocross is the best motocross ma
chine presently available. By a mile. BIi 
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